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_ RELAY 

‘BACKGROUND 
As is known to those skilled in- the ?eld of electricity, 

there is a great-need for devices that will complete or 
will interrupt an electrical circuit and as a result of this 
need, many such devices have been produced —— a class 
of such devices being known under the general name 
of “switches.” ' 

A particular type of switch has to be operated re 
motely and one such remotely operated switch is 
known as a “relay.” Relays are valuable for a wide vari 
ety of conditions, functions, current carrying capabili 
ties, voltage ratings, life times, operating requirements, 
etc. ' > ‘ 

As the ?eld of electricity-and especially the ?eld of 
electronics-advances, there is a constantly increasing 
need for ever small, ever lighter weight, and even more 
compact relays; especially for use in the so~called 

_ printed circuit boards that are becoming so widely ac 
cepted in the'?eld of electronics. ‘ a 

. It should be noted that relays which are destined for 
use with these printed circuit boards are usually de 
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signed for minute electrical currents, and for low volt- ' 
ages. Therefore, the‘requirements for these relays be 
come quite differentJthan for-‘prior art relays.‘For ex?‘ 
ample, insulation and heating effects are no longer'a 
seriousproblem; but, on the otherhand, ease of instal 
lation compactness, lightweight, and reliability be 
come ever'more important. _ ' 

OBJECTS AND DRAWINGS 

It is therefore the principal object of the present in 
vention to provide an improved relay. , 

It is another object of .the present invention to pro 
vide an improved'electrical relay that'vis particularly 
adapted for'use with present day printed circuit boards. 
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his still ‘another object of the present invention to 
. provide an improved electrical relay that may operate 
in a-wide variety of switching modes. 

It is a further object of the present invention to pro-I 
vide an improved electrical relay that is smaller, lighter 
in weight, and more compact than prior‘art relays. 

It is a still further object of the present invention to 
provide an improved method of making the terminals 
and elements of the relay. _ 
The attainment of these objects and others will be re 

' alized from a study of the following detailed descrip~ ~ 
' tionytaken in conjunction with the drawings of which; 

FIG. I shows a pictorial view of the disclosed'relay 
and its method of use; > ‘ - 

, FIG. 2 shows a top view of the working elements of 
the relay;v 
FIG. 3 showsla pictorial sectional view of a portion 

of the working elements; 
FIG. 4,shows an exploded view of the various parts 

_ ‘of the relay; 

‘ FIG. 5 shows a view of the relay elements in a planar 
con?guration; and v ' 

' FIG. 6 shows a pictorial view of the relay elements in 
their multi-planar con?guration. 

' SYNOPSIS 

Broadly speaking, the disclosed relay is a miniatur 
ized unit that may be about 0.7 inches long, 0.3 inches 
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high and 0.2 inches wide; its internal» structure'permit 
ting it to act as a double-pole double-throw switch. In ‘ 
the ?nished'relay, the various terminals are electrically 
separate from each other but the assembly process per 
mits these terminals to be part of economical stamping 
that is then dropped into ‘place in the relay housing. 
Only then are the terminals electrically and mechani 
cally separated from each other. I - . _ ' 

The result is a small, light weight, compact, miniatur 
ized relay that is particularly adapted for use. with the 
small currents and low voltages used in present day 
printed circuit boards.v 

DESCRIPTION ~ 

The Basic Relay '. e ' 

It was pointed out above that present day miniatur 
izedprinted wire crcuitry requires even smaller, lighter 
weight, and, more compact relays; and FIG. 1 shows a " ' 

‘ pictorial view of the disclosed relay connected to such 
aprinted circuit boardv that contains such printed wire 
circuitry. ' > 

In FIG. 1, relay 10 has a housing that is indicated to 
havea relay cover 11 and a relay base 12. Relay 10 
comprises (as will be discussed later) a plurality of 
“relay elements” — such as 15, 16, 17, etc. —- that ex 

- tend from the interior of relay 10. The outer portions 
of relay elements 15, 16, 17, etc. act as interconnec 
tions or "‘leads”; and, if desired, these lead ends may be 
narrowed down as indicated, in order to ?t into aper 
tures 19 of a printed-circuit board 20. —- the printed cir 
cuit board 20 having “pads" 21 (usually annulli of elec~ 
trically conducted material such as copper) that are 
connected, or are integral with, conductive strips 22 
that form the electrically conductive printed’ wire pat 
tern that gives the name to the printed circuit board. 
Solder 23 is used to assure good electrical and mechan 
ical connectins ‘between pads 21 and the relay ‘element 
15, 16, 17, etc. In this way, the inner~portions of relay 
10 are electrically connectedv to ‘ the circuit on the 
printed circuit board. 
Thus, electrical input signals may be applied to relay 

l0; and electrical output signals 'may be obtained from 
the various terminals of relay 10 — the types of output 
electrical signals depending upon the particular state of 
the relay, whichmay be energized or de-energized re 
motely and electrically as conditions require. 
Electrical‘Considerations , 

The electrical characteristics of the disclosed relay 
will be understood from a studyof FIG. 2, which is a 
top view of the relay looking into the relay from a level 
corresponding to the junction of the relay cover 10 and 
the relay base 12 -- asindicated in FIG. I. ' ‘ 

Referring now to FIG. 2, it_will be seen that relay 
base 12 comprise arroughly open box con?guration, 
having walls 25, that enclose a plurality of the above. 
discussed relay elementsythese relay elements now 

. being. identi?ed with lower case letters for a reason that 

60 will become apparent later + i.e., 15a, 15b, 16a, 16b, 
17a, 17b, etc. — these‘ relay elements protruding both" 
inwardly and outwardly of‘ the relay base side walls 

The Straight Element" 
Directing attention ?rst to the left uppermost relay 

element 15a of FIG. 2,-,this will be designated asa 
“straight thru relay element” (shortened to “straight 
element”) since relay element 1.5a appears to be 
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straight in FIG.,2,' and projects straight through the‘ wall 
25 of relay base 12. g I . 

' These relay elements will all be discussedand illus 
trated later in much greater detail; but it may be visual 
ized from FIGS. 1 and 2 that'straight element 15a 
comprises an outer lead end that is to be connected to 
the previously mentioned printed circuit board 20; so 
that the outer lead end extends in a generally down 
ward direction. Str'aight'element 15a also comprises a 
transition portion that provides a transition from the 
downwardly extending lead end across the top of side 
wall 25 of the relay base ‘12', the transitionportion of 
the straight element extending in a generally horizontal 
direction. The straight element 15a also comprises an 
interior portion that terminates in a contact surface 27 
that may be the’ end of the horizontal transistion por- - 
tion, but is preferably a contact surface that extends in 
a generally downward direction within the relay base 
12. v .. I ' f ‘ ' - 

lt'will berealized from FIG .‘ 2, that if an electrical sig 
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nal isvappliedvto contact surface 27 of straight element - 
15a, the electrical signal will'be available'at the outer ' 
lead end or output terminals, that is electrically con 
nected to the printed circuit board 20. 
The'Switching Element I 

Attention is again directed to FIG. 2, this time to one 
of the lower relayelements 16b; this relay element ‘is to 
be calledthe “switching element” because (in a man 
ner to be discussed soon) a portion of relay element 
16b acts as a switch. ' - 

It may visualized from FIGS. 1 and 2, that the switch 
ing element 16b comprises an outer lead end that is to 

' be connected to the previously mentioned printed cir 
cuit board 20; so that the outer lead extends in a gener 
ally downward direction. Switching element 16b also 
comprises a transistion portion that provides a transis 
tion from the downwardly extending lead end across 

- the top of side wall 25 of the relay base 12; this transis 
tion portion of the switching element 16b extending in 
a generally horizontal direction within the relay base 
12. The switching element 16b also comprises an inter 
ior portion that terminates in a switch arm 30b. ‘ 
The con?guration of the switching element 16b 

resembles a capital “L" lying on its side, and having its 
short arm bent into an horizontal plane -— see 16b of 
FIG. 4; this switching element con?guration being des 
ignated as a “bent L" that will be further- discussed 
later. Suf?ce it to say,vthe now horizontal portion of the 
bent L configuration forms-the transistion portion .of 
the‘ switching element 16b, while the base of the ‘bent 
L con?guration forms the switch arm 30b. 
Because of this construction, which will also be dis 

cussed more fully later, switching element 16b of FIG. 
2 has a switch arm 30b that acts as though its proximal 
end were “pivoted" at switching element 16b, while its 

. distal outer end moves as indicated by double ended 
arrow 31. ‘ 

It will be noted that, in FIG. 2, the distal end of switch 
arm 30b is in contact with the contact surface 27 of the 
straight element 15a. Therefore, if an electrical input 
signal were applied to the external lead end of switch 
ing element 16b, the switching element 16b acts as an 
input terminal; and it transmits the electrical signal 

‘ along its switch arm 30b to the contact surface 27 of 
the straight element 15a. In this way, an input electrical 
signal applied to the input terminal switching element 
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16b may be made available at the output terminal lead 
end- of straight element 15a. 
As will be explained later, switch arm 30b may- be 

pivoted slightly counterclockwise, as indicated by the 
double ended arrow 31; so that the distal end of the 
switch arm 30b no longer contacts the contact surface 
27. At that time, the input electrical signal applied at 
switching element 16b will'no longer be available at the 
output terminal lead-end of straight element 15a. 
The above switching arrangement has been pres 

ented in terms of a single switch arm 30b and one out 
put terminal relay element 15a; this switching arrange 
ment being technically known as a “single-pole single 
throw": - S.P.S.T. —. switch, because a single pole 
(switch arm 30b) may be set (thrown) to or from a sin 
gle position. ' 

As will be discussed later, switching element 16b and 
its switch arm 30b areformed in such a manner that its 
inherent resiliency. and its bias due to the forming proc 
esses cause the switch arm 30b to normally be with the 
contact surface 27 of straight element 15a. The techni 
cal designation for this electrical state is that the circuit 
is “normally comp1ete;‘.’ i.e., the switch at straight ele 
ment 15a'is “normally closed”; and the straight ele 
ment 1.5a is'thus a “normally closed” terminal of a 
switching arrangement. I 
The Offset Element 
‘Attention is now directed, in FIG. 2, to the lower left 

most relay element 18b; this being called anoffset relay 
element, since it has a con?guration that is offset rela 
tive to the configuration ‘of ‘the straight element 15a 
discussed previously. The reason for the offset will ‘be 
discussed later. ' > ' 

As may be visualized from FIGS. 1 and 2, the offset 
element 18b comprises an outer lead end that is to be 
connected to the above mentioned printed circuit 
"board 20; so that the outer lead end extends in a gener 
ally downward direction. Offset element 18b also com 
prises a transistion portion that provides a transistion 
from the downwardly extending portion of the offset 
element 18b extending in a generally horizontal direc 
tion. The offset element 18b also comprises an interior 
offsetting‘ elbow that terminates in a contact surface 34 
that may be the horizontal end of the elbow, but is pref~ 
erably a contacting surface that extends in a generally 
downward direction. 
The Switching Operation 

It will be noted that, for the relay illustrated in FIG. 
2,.the switch arm 30b does not normally contact the 
contact surface 34.0f the offset element 18b. There 
fore, an input electrical signal applied to the input ter 
minal of switching element 16b would not be trans 
ferred to contact surface 34; and would not be present 

‘ at the output terminal lead end of offset element 18b. 
The technical designation for this electrical state is 
that the circuit is normally incomplete, or open; i.e., 

' the switch at the offset element 18b is normally open; 
and the offset element 18b is thus a normally open ter 
minal of the switching arrangement. 
By means to be discussed later, switch arm 3011 may 

be moved appreciably counterclockwise indicated by 
the double ended arrow 31; so that the distal end of 

, switch arm 30b no longer contacts the contact surface 

65 27, but rather contacts the contact surface 34. At that 
time, an input electrical signal applied to the input ter 
minal switch element 16b would be applied to the 
contactsurface 34 of the offset element 18b; and will 
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therefore be present at the output terminal lead end of 
the offset element 18b. ‘ ' 

In this way, the relay may be used to switch an input 
signal that is present at switching element 16b to either 
the straight element 15a or the offset element 18b; and 
in a manner to be discussed later, either condition of 
the'relay may be held for any desired length of time. 
The above explanation has been presented in terms 

of a single switch arm 30b and two output terminal ele 
ments 15a and 18b; this switching mode being techni 
cally known as a single-pole double-throw -- S.P.D.T. 
-- switch because a single pole.(switch arm 30b) may 
be set (thrown) to either ~of two positions. 
Referring back to FIG. 2, it will be seen that the relay 

base 12 actually contains two sets of ‘relay elements 
15a, 16, 17a, 18a; and 15b, 16b, 17b, and 1812. These 
two sets of relay elements are illustrated as being iden 
tical, but as being reversed longitudinally with respect I 
to each other; and as being 
each other. ' ~ 

For example, 15a and 15b are both straight elements; 
16a and 16b are both switching elements; and 18a and 
18b are both offset elements (realy elements 17a and 
1712 will be discussed later). Therefore, the above dis 
cussed switching, operations may be performed by each 
of the two corresponding, but individual, switching ar 
rangements (16b, 15a, 18b; 16a, 15b, 18a). in this way, 
the disclosed relay may operate as two single-pole dou 
ble-throw relay switching arrangements; or may oper 
ate as a double-pole double-throw switching arrange 
ment - each switching arrangement handling its own in 
dividual electrical signal. ' 

F l6. 2 illustrates that the contact surfaces, such as 27 
and 34, are con‘vexly curved; but this curvature is not 
essential. The main requirement is that all contact sur 
faces must provide good electrical conductivity; this 

in “opposition,”.i.e., facing 

. result being most readily obtained by suitably plating 
the contact surfaces -— gold or silver plating being pref 
erable in order to provide long lived contact surfaces. 

- It has been preferable, as ‘a matter of convenience, to 
plate the entire relay'element; as will be discussed later. 

‘It will be noted that in FIG. 1, the external lead ends 
of relay elements l5, l6, l7, and 18 are illustrated as 
being ?ared slightly outwardly; this ?aring aiding in 
snapping the relay '10 into place on the printed circuit 
board, and also aiding in the holding of the relay 10 in 

' place prior to the soldering operation that affixes the 
relay mechanically to the printed circuit board. 
Relay Operation 

It has thus far been explained how the disclosed relay 
may act as a switch of a desired type, by selecting a suit 
able number of relay elements, and by suitably posi 
tioning these relay elements. As indicated above, it is 
one of the desirable functions of a relay to be operated 
remotely, as by an electrical signal; and an explanation 
of how the disclosed relay achieves this remote control 
function will be understood from a further study of 
FIG. 2. ' 

it will berecalled from the previous discussion that 
a switching arrangement such as relay 10 of FIG. 2 has 
one or more normally closed contacts and one or more 

normally open contacts. For the state of the relay illus— 
trated in FIG. 2, the normally closed contacts are the 
straight elements 15a and 15b; and the normally open 
contacts are the offset elements 18a and 18b -- so that 
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input signals applied to switching elements 16a and 16b ‘ 

would normally appear at the normally closed straight 
elements 15a'and 15b. This result is obtained by the 
curving and the biassing of the switch arms 30a and 30b 
so that they normally contact the straight elements 15a 
and 15b,- but other, normal states can be achieved by 
other curvature and biassing of the switch arms. 
A slight digression becomes desirable at this time, in 

order to more fully understand the effects of magne 
tism. It has become customary to think that when a 
‘magnetic source is energized, “magnetic?ux’? ?ows 
out of one end of the magnetic source, ?ows through 
a magnetic circuit or loop, and then ?ows back into the ' 
other end of the magnetic source. In actuality, there is 
no actual ?ow; but this ?owing ?ux concept permits a 
visualization of magnetic effects — and it will be used 
in the following explanation. _ _ 

It is a characteristic of magnetic ?ux that it needs a 
completely closed path, or completely closed loop,'in 
order to be most effective; and the loop should prefera 
bly have a low magnetic “reluctance” to obtain maxi-. 
mum magnetic'?ux. Such a low magnetic reluctance is 
provided by so-called magnetic materials (iron, etc.); 
air, on the other hand, providing a relatively high mag 
netic reluctance. It is also a characteristic of magnetic 
?ux that it acts in such a way that it will, whenever pos 
sible, decrease the overall reluctance of the loop. 
With the above discussion in mind, attention is again 

directed to FIG. 2. The relay 10 must change its state 
in order to provide an output signal to the offset ele 
ments-18a and 18b; and this change of state is accom 
plished magnetically as follows. When energized, a 
magnetic source, (to be discussed later) causes mag 
netic ?ux to ?ow- out of the magnetic source; and 
through two “pole pieces” 40 and 41 of FIG. 2, as indi 
cated by the arrows. These pole pieces 40 and 41 now 
serve as locations that produce localized magnetic 
?elds. _ , ' ' ' 

lt will be realized at this time, that the main reason 
for offsetting the offset elements 18a and 18b is to pro 
vide a location for the magnetic pole pieces 41 and 42, 
so that the .pole pieces are located close to the distal 
ends of the switch arms'30a end 30b. This extreme end 
location of the magnetic pole pieces providesoptimal 
movement of the switch arms 30a and 30b. 

Returning again to FIG. 2, it will be recalled that the 
magnetic ?ux flows through themagnetic pole pieces 
40 and 41, through the adjacent air gaps, to the distal 
ends of the switch arms 30a and 30b; the air gaps form 
ing a relatively high reluctance in the magnetic loop. In 
accordance with the above discussion about magne 
tism, the magnetic flux acts in'such a manner as to re 
duce the overall reluctance of the loop; and, in the 
present case, it reduces the reluctance by attracting the 
movable distal ends of the switch arms 30a and 30b 
‘closer to the ?xedly positioned magnetic pole pieces 40 
and 41. Thus, the distal ends of the switch arms are 
magnetically moved from the normally closed relay ele 
ments to the normally open relay elements; meanwhile 
switching the input electrical signals to different output 
terminals. The magnetic source may, of course, be en 
ergized for any desired length of time. 
When the magnetic source is de-energized, this ter~ 

minates the flow of magnetic ?ux; the magnetic attrac 
tion for the switch arms disappears; and the inherent 

- resiliency and bias of the switch arms cause them to re 
turn to their normal illustrated state where they are 
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again in contact with the normally closed relay ele 
ments 15a and 15b. . 

It becomes obvious that the switch arms 30a and 30b 
should be-made of a low reluctance magnetic material 
in order to function magnetically as described above. 
It also becomes obvious that the switch arms 30a and 
30b should also be electrically conducted in order to 
function electrically as described above. 
Most of the comercially available soft irons satisfy 

both of these requirements; but some special alloys are 
particularly desirable for this purpose — nickel~iron 
and cobalt-vanadium-iron being typical of such special > 
alloys. The switch arms 30a and 30b are therefore pref 
erably made of a material of this type; and, as indicated 
above, are also preferably plated with gold or silver or 
“clad" with suitable layers to enhance their electrical 
characteristics at the‘ area where they contact the 
‘contact surfaces. New alloys such as nyborium give’ 
premise of possessing mechanical, magnetic, and elec 

cladding. ‘ - 

The Magnetic Yoke _ ‘ ‘ ' ~ 

The above discussion has treated the two switching 
arrangement as though they werev separate from each 
other;.but'they are actually interconnected for a very 
speci?c reason. . 

It will be advantageous at this time to followthe path 
of the magnetic flux; that is,-to trace out the magnetic 
loop. Starting, for convenience, at pole piece 40, the 
magnetic flux would ?ow in the direction of the arrow 
to the switch arm 305; would ?ow along switch arm 
30b to the switching element »l6b,_would> then ?ow 
along a “magnetic yoke“ 42 to the other switching ele 
ment 16a; and would then flow along switch arms30a 
to magnetic pole piece 41. It quickly becomes apparent 
that magnetic yoke 42 is a vital part of the series con 
nected magnetic circuit, and should also be‘ comprised 
of a- magnetic material. 
However, a close vstudy of the electrical circuit of 

FIG. 2 shows the magnetic yoke 42 is also electrically 
connected directly across switching elements 16a and 
16b; and may provide an undesired electrical intercon 
nection, or a “short.” Therefore, the magnetic yoke 42 
must be, per se, either an electrical insulator or must be 
electrically insulated from one or both of the switching 
elements 16a and 16b. 

It has been found preferably to use the latter ap 

, trical properties that permit their use without plating or 

'proach; that is, to electrically insulate the magnetic 
yoke 42 from one or both of the switching elements. 
This result is most readily achieved by forming the 
magnetic yoke 42 of a magnetic material; but providing 
an electrically insulating ?lm‘ between the magnetic 
yoke 42 and the location where it is attached to the 
switching elements 16a and/or 16b. This electrically in 
sulating ?lm may take any of several forms. For exam 

' , ple, it may be an air gap; alternatively it may comprise 
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have the above discussed electrically insulating ?lm on 
their inner surfaces (or on all surfaces); and the ?lm 
coated inner surfaces are adhered, clamped or other 
wise a?ixed to the vertical surface of respective switch 
ing elements 16a and 16b. In this way, the magnetic 
yoke 42 completes the magnetic loop; but electrically 
separates the switching elements 16a and 16b. 
The Simultaneous Switching 

It will be recalled from the above described magnetic 
loop,‘that the two switching arms 30a and 3011 are in a 
series type magnetic relationship; that is, the same mag 
netic flux ?ows through both switching elements 16a 
and 16b. This series relationship solves the following 
problem. . 

Obviously, no two switch arms have exactly the same 
amount of resiliency; no two magnetic pole pieces have 
exactly the same size and shape; no two pole piece/ 
switching arms will have exactly the same ‘spacing; etc. 
Therefore, there is a slight tendency for the two switch 
arms to move at somewhat different rates; and to open 
or close their respective electric circuits at slightly dif 
ferent times. In some electronic circuits this maltiming 
is a serious disadvantage, because the electronics de 
signer desires certain circuits to function similtane 
ously; and if these circuits do not do so because of the 
performance of a switching device. such as a relay, the 
apparatus may malfunction or the designer must design 
in-a safeguard. - 

The disclosed relay provides practically simultaneous 
switching, as may be understood from the following 
considerations. Assume that one of the switch arms, say 
30b for example, tends to move faster; and to thus com 
plete its circuit somewhat earlier than the other‘ switch 
arm 30a. As the distal end of switch arm 30b 
approaches its respective contact surface 34, the de 
creased length of its air gap increases the amount of 
magnetic ‘flux, and this increased magnetic flux acts on 
the other magnetic pole piece 41 to provide a stronger 
magnetic ?eld that accelerates the movement of its as 
sociated switch arm 30a. In this way, the disclosed se 
ries type magnetic arrangement tend to equalize the 
movement of the two switch arms; and to provide si 
multaneous opening and closing of their respective cir 
cuits. . 
Mechanical Considerations _ 

In FIG. 4, a typical relay, made in accordance with 
the teachings of theresent invention, is illustrated in an 

I exploded manner in order to show the interrelationship 
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a thin sheet of electrically insulating material such as an . 
‘adhesive, va plastic, or the like; or it may be an electri 
cally insulating ?lm, such as‘ an oxide or the like, 
formed chemically on one or both surfaces of the adja 
cent materials that form the yoke/switching element 
interface. ' _ _ 

Basically, magnetic yoke 42 takes the form of a U 
shaped piece of magnetic material, wherein the upright 
portions have been slid longitudinally away from each 
other, while still remaining parallel. As indicated in 
FIG..3, the upright portions 43 of the magnetic yoke 42 
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between the various mechanical parts. In FIG. 4, the 
relay cover 11 is shown to be a box-like con?guration 
having walls 46; the relay cover 11 being adapted to re 
ceive an electrical coil 47 that is enclosed in a relatively 
tough coating 48. 
The Coil . ' 

Coil 47 is of the type that comprises a winding of 
electric wire; the wire winding of coil 47 terminating at 
a coil tab 49. Another such tab is on the other side of 
the coil 47, and thus-is not visible in FIG. 4. 

> When electricity flows through coil tabs 49, and thus 
through the wires forming the coil 47, coil 47 becomes 
an electro-magnet, and magnetic flux appears at end 
pieces such as 50 and 51 which have the previously dis 
cussed magnetic pole pieces 40 and 41 positioned at 

‘ their lower ends. The pole pieces 40 and 41 now acti 
vate the switch arms 30a and 30b as discussed previ 
ously in connection with FIG. 2. Coil 47 preferably ?ts 
closely into the interior of relay cover 11'; being held 
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there by friction, suitable clamps, adhesives, ‘or the like, 
the end pieces 50 and 51 projecting downwardly out of 
relay’ cover 11 as indicated. ' 
'In'FIG. 4, the relay elements previously discussed in 

connection with FIG. 2 are now shown in a pictorial 
manner. In FIG. 4, there is shown the previously dis 
cussed straight elements 15a and 15b, ‘the offset ele 
ments 18a and 18b, and the bent L switch arms 16a and 
16b. - 

It should be noted that in FIG. 4 the contact surfaces 
are illustrated as being ?at rather than as being convex, 
and are further illustrated as having their outer lower 
ends extending vertically downward rather than ?aring 
outwardly‘; the reasons for these will become apparent 
from a subsequent discussion; ' 
The Coil Elements - - ~ ' ~ , ' _ 

FIG. 4 illustrates two relay elements 17a and 17b that 
have not been previously discussed, although they were 
shown in the top view of FIG. 2. Relay elements 17a 
and 17b serve the function of contacting the coil tabs 
49 illustrated as being positioned on coil 47 of FIG. 4. 
Relay elements 17a and 17b will therefore be called the 
'coil elements; and these coil.elements 17a and 17b and 
the coil tabs 49 are suitable positioned to contact each 
other when the relay is assembled as will be discussed 
later. ' 

Relay base 12 of FIG. 4 is illustrated as being box like 
in form, having walls'25 and a bottom 52. Preferably, 
the walls 25 of the relay base 12 have a plurality of 
notches 53 that receive the previously discussed transi 
tional portions of the various relay elementslS, 16, 17, 
etc.; notches 53 actingto hold the relay elements in po~ 
sition during and after relay assembly, and until the 
relay is soldered-in place on a printed circuit board. 

In FIG. 4, the various relay. elements 15, l6 17, etc. 
are illustrated as ‘having interior portions that are 
downwardly directedtthese in some cases (15 and 18) 
acting as a contact surface, and in some cases (16) act‘ 
ing as part of the switching element. In the relay ele 
ment configuration of FIG. 4, these downwardly di 
rected element portions 'serve an additional purpose; 
namely, that of additionally holding the relay elements 
in place. ' ‘_ 
As indicated in FIG. 4, relay base 12 has a support 

structure that may take the form of a plurality of indi 
. vidual prism like support pillars 54 that support the 
horizontal transition portions of the relay elements 
where they enter notches 53 of the relay base 12, these 
support pillars 54 serving an additional function by per 
mitting the downwardly directed portions of the relay 
elements to be “hooked over” the vertical edges of the 
support pillars 54 to further support and position the 
relay elements within the relay base. 
The vertical portions of the support pillars also sup 

, port the vertical contact surfaces of the relay elements 
15 and 18; and thus help provide proper pressure for 
making good electrical contact with the switch arms. In 
the case of .theswitchingelements 16, the vertical por 
tions of the support posts 54 provide a support for the 
bending to which the switching elements 16 are_sub-' 
jected. ._ , 

As an alternative form of the support structure, FIG. 
4 also discloses a‘ continuous support wall‘ 55 that 
serves the'same function asthe individual support pil 
laws“; but may, undersome conditions, be easier to 
provide, especially if the relay base 12 is formed by a 
plastic molding process. » ; 
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The Relay Element ‘Array 
One simple way of forming the various relay elements ' 

is shown in FIGS. 5 and 6. Directing attention ?rst to 
FIG. 5, this shows a planar element array 60 produced 
as a result of a stamping or punching operation per. 
.formed on a sheet of plated material such as the nickel 
ferrite mentioned above. As a result of the stamping 
operation, the resultant element array 60 comprises in 

. dividual strips of material identi?ed in FIG. 5 by the 

15 

20. 

references characters 15a, 16a, 17a, and 180; these in 
dividual strips being interconnected by a common car 
rier strip 61. As may be realized, the individual strips 
of FIG. 5 will eventually form ‘the various relay'ele 
.ments of FIGS. 1, 2, 3 and 4. ~ ' 

Directing attention now to FIG. 6, the relay element 
array 60 is shown to have been con?gured by suitable 
bending‘to a multi-planecon?guration as indicated. In 
FIG. 6, the ‘carrier strip‘ 61 has been bent horizontally 
to strengthen the array and has had a recntagular bend 
62 formedin it to provide the desired spacing of the 
relay elements l6avand' 17b. - . 
This latter item may be best appreciated by referring 

' back to FIG. 2, which shows that the switch arms 30a 

25 
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45 

and 30b need an appreciablelength in order to function 
properly in' that particular con?guration. Unfortu 
nately, the desired length for the switch arm is not con 
veniently available in a planar stamping con?guration. 
Therefore, the distance between adjacent relay ele 
ments 16a and 17a is intentionally lengthened to pro 
vide the desired length for the resultant switch arm 30a. ' 
The rectangular bend 62 of FIG. 6 provides means for 
later obtaining the desired spacing between these relay 
elements. 5 . _ 

Relay Assembly _ , > . 

The assembly of the disclosed relay is extremely sim 
ple and easy and therefore, economical as may be un 
derstood from FIG. 4. Two identical relay elements ar 
rays (as shown in FIG. 6) are positioned in reversed op 
position to each other and a magnetic yoke, 42 (shown 
in 'a somewhat differentv con?guration) is then posi 
tioned as indicated in FIG. 4. The resiliency of yoke 42 

v and the carrierstrips (61 of FIG. 6) act to rigidify and 
integralize the composite dual element arrays for easier 
handling. The composite. dual element arrays are then 
dropped into respective notchesof the relay base 12 
and are then hooked to respective portions of the sup 
port structure. ' I 

The next step is the insertion of the coil 47 into the 
relay cover 11, and the cover/coil subassembly is then 
placed" atop the base/element subassembly. ‘At this 
time, the coil elements 17a and 17b make contact with 
the coil‘ tabs 49; the other relay elements being insu-_ 
lated-from the coil wire by the coating 48. Alterna 

_ tively, the coil elements 17a and 17b may be bent up; 
wardly to contact suitably positioned coil tabs 49. 
The magnetic end‘pieces 50 and 51 of the coil 47 ?t 

intotheir design locations;'their magnetic pole pieces 
40 and 41 comingto rest at or near the bottom of the 
relay base 12. ’ ~ ‘ 

The matingedges of the cover 11 and the base 12 
. may be held to each other with suitable adhesives, 
clamps, or the like; and, if desired, the relay elements 
may also be held in place by means of a suitable adhe 
sive. If such an adhesive is used, it may be of the sealing 
type that produces a hermetically sealed relay. The car 
rier strips 61 are now cut away to form 'a “truncated" 
element array wherein the separated relay elements 
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can perform their mechanical, electrical, and magnetic 
functions. - 

An alternative method of assembly is to ?rst place 
the magnetic yoke 42 (having the above described 
electrically insulating ?lm thereon) in position on the 
bottom 52 of. the relay base 12 adjacent the support 
structure locations that will support the vertical part of 
the switching elements 16a and 16b. Two element ar 
rays 60 are then positioned in opposition to each other,_ 
in the relay base 12'; the carrier strips 62 making the el 
ement, arrays 60 easy to handle. In thisv way, the yoke, 
the switching element, and the support structure assure 
proper spacing and ?t. The cover/coil subassembly is 
added as discussed above and the carrier strips 61 are 
cut away to form a truncated relay element assembly, 
the relay elements now being securely held in place by 
the notches and/or the adhesive. - 

It will be noted that the disclosed relay uses two iden 
tical, but reversed, element arrays to provide a double 
pole double-throw switch mode. Obviously, different 
tyeps of element arrays may be used to achieve the 
same, or different switching arrangements. ' 
vAlternatively, a plurality of relay element arrays may 

be linked by a suitably con?gurated carrier strip; thus 
reducing the number of parts to be handled during the 
assembly of the relay. _ - . 

The foregoing general description and exemplary 
body dimensions are typical of a con?guration known 
in the integrated circuit terminology as a DIP (Dual In 
Line Package); and while the circuit elements have 
been disclosed as being installed directlyinto a printed 
circuit board, these may alternatively be ?tted into a 
socket that is, in turn, installed directly into a printed 
circuit board. The later arrangement provides facilities 
for easily replacing the relay, when this is desirable. 
The installation and soldering of the elements of the 

relay or the socket may be accomplished manuallyor 
mechanically. 

SUMMARY 

The disclosed relay has many advantages over prior 
art relays. First of all, it is much smaller, lighter weight 
and more compact. Second, it is easy to manufacture 
and assemble. Third, it is economical to build. Fourth, 
it is adapted to a wide variety of switching modes. Fifth, 
it‘ produces more simultaneous opening and closing of 
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the switch contacts. Sixth, its terminals are formed into 
a very convenient con?guration vby means of simple 
stamping operations. Seventh, the terminals are in a ri 
gidized and integralized condition during assembly. 
Eighth, the terminals of the assembled unit are easily 
separated from each other. And ?nally, the disclosed 
relay is ideally adapted for use with present day printed 
circuit boards. 
What is claimed is:' 
l. A relay comprising in combination, a relay hous 

ing, an electrical winding within said housing energiz 
able to provide magnetic ?ux and de-energizable to ter 
minate said ?ux, means including a pair of magnetic 
pole pieces providing a path for the magnetic flux of 
said winding, a pair of movable contactors within said 
housing each having a stationary contact for circuit 
making and circuit breaking cooperation therewith, 
and means arranging said contactors in series relation 
in the path of said magnetic flux. 

2. A relay according to claim 1 wherein said series 
arranging means comprises a magnetic flux conducting 
yoke magnetically interconnecting said contactors but 
preventing electrical energy ?ow therebetween. 

3. A relayaccording to claim 2 wherein said yoke is 
so positioned relative to one of said contactors as to 
provide an air gap therebetween for preventing electri 
cal energy ?ow while permitting magnetic ?ux ?ow in 
said contactors. 

4. A relay according to claim 3 wherein each of said 
contactors and its respective stationary contact can be 
connected in an electrical circuit which is separate and 
distinct from the circuit of the other contactor and sta 
tionary contact therefor. 

5. A relay according to claim 4 wherein each of said 
contactors includes a stationary terminal portion on 
which the respective contactor is mounted for arcuate 
movement toward and away from a separate one of said. 
pole pieces in response to . energization .and de 
energization of said winding. 

6. A relay according to claim 5 wherein said yoke is 
mounted in spaced relation to at least one of said termi 
nals to provide the air gap between said contactors. 

7. A relay according to claim 5 wherein each of said 
contactors is formed integrally with its terminal por 
tion. 

* * * * * 


